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6 feet or more. He dqes not build a per- MULBERRY. Without the mulberry tree
manent summer cell, but uses his lungs to we should have none of the exquisite silks of
breathe at the surface, making a grunting commerce, for the silkworm does not thrive
noise audible at long distances.
or produce the finest quality of silk filaments
All these :fishes possess front and back fins for its cocoon unless it has as its food the tender
that resemble somewhat in their bone structure leaves of the white mulberry tree. Mulberries
the four legs of lizards and frogs. They are are found in temperate regions and are cultiprobably survivors of a race of creatures half- vated for silk growing, for the fruit, and as
way between the true :fish and the newt or ornamental trees. There are three well-known
salamander. Although a certain "FISHING" WITH A CHISEL species, red, black, and white,
number of other fishes have
named from the colour of the
some lung- breathing power,
fruit.
they are not properly classed
The white mulberry, the silkas lung-fishes.
·
worm mulberry, is a native of
The Mud-Skipper
China. The chief centres of its
Another contradiction to the
cultivation and of silk gro·wing
everyday rule that fishes cannot
are China: Japan, India, France,
live out of water is the " mud- /
·
Persia and Turkey.
skipper " or goby of East Indian
The black mulberry, the
rivers. He is a tiny creature,
fruit - bearing mulberry of
with front fins developed like
Europe, was introduced to
Europe, it is believed, from
Persia. Its large, dark purple,
almost black fruit, which looks
- •
like a long slender blackberry,
is very juicy and delicious .
The red mulberry, a native of North
America, has fruit of a pleasing ta:r.:tness,
which relieves the sweetness characteristic of the fruits of all mulberry trees.
In some parts of Europe this tree is
cultivated in preference to other kinds
because of its hardiness.
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Inside that hard ball of mud is an African Mud- fish. He has come all
the way from Africa in this curious house. When the man gets him
chiselle9. out and puts him in water, he will uncoil himself and swim
away as lively as you please 1 The picture below shows just what
he looks like after he has been let out. In his native home this
Mud-fish rolls himself up in this mud ball during the dry weather and
waits for the rainy season to melt away his prison walls.

the flappers of a seal, who comes out on shore
and hops about, hunting for small insects.
Then, again, there is the four-eyed fish of
tropical Am e:rica, so-called because his eyes are
divided into two parts the upper lens suitable
for sight in the air, the lower for use in the
water. He swims half in and half out of
water, and is able to see insects above or below
the surface. When alarmed, this fish will skip
like a grasshopper, 2 feet or ·more at a jump.
The Strange Alaskan Black-fish

A member of a closely allied genus is
the paper mulberry, the bark of which
is used for making paper in Japan. The
islanders of the Pacific also make a fabric
called " tapa cloth " from it by soaking
the bark, removing the outer layer, and then
laying the remainder on a smooth table and
beating it to the required thinness.
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Scientific name of white mulberry, Morus alba;
black mulberry, .1J!Iorus nig'r a; red mulberry, MO'J'US
rub?·a. The trees are small, the red mulberry, the largest
species, only occasionally reaching a height of 60 feet.
The leaves are interesting because they are so variable.
Even the same tree may bear leaves of several forms,
while d1fferent trees of the same species show strong
individual shapes.

When we say that anyone is as
obstinate as a mule, we are libelling the mule,
for this useful animal is not stubborn. It possesses the good qualities of its parents the
strength o£ the horse and the surefootedness
and endurance of the ass.
Mules are much used in the south of Europe,
and are raised largely in France. In this
country they are seen far oftener than formerly .
They are excellent for military transport, and
were much used in the Great War.
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Another strange fish of this group is the
Alaskan black-fish, which sometimes reaches a
length of 8 inches. He dwells in the swamps,
and his vitality is great. It is said that, ·after
being frozen for weeks in baskets and then
thawed out, he is as lively as ever.
Scientific names: .African mud-fish, Protoptm-us
annectans; lolach, Lepidosi1·en paradoxa; barramunda,
N eoce?·atodus forsteri; mud -skipper, Periophthalmus
koel'J·euteri; Alaskan black-fish, Dallia pectoralis. The
first three make up the lung-fish group of :fishes, Dipnoi.
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Paper and Cloth from the Mulberry

contained in the Easy Reference Fact•lndez at the end o/ this tuork
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